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Abstract—We present an initial utility study of a distributional model of verb selectional preferences for 3rd person
pronoun resolution in German. We investigate cases in which
3rd person pronouns occur as subjects of transitive verbs. In
each such case, the likelihood of inserting one of the antecedent
candidates is calculated as the conditional probability of the
antecedent candidate given either the verb governing the
pronoun or the object of the verb. These probabilities are
estimated using a matrix derived from frequency counts in
a large corpus. Non-negative matrix factorisation is applied
as a sort of semantic smoothing to address the sparsity issue
inherent in the approach.

enables us to smooth the sparse co-occurrence statistics, i.e.
obtain non-zero values for unseen verb-noun combinations.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next
section, we discuss related work which incorporates verb
related information in pronoun resolution. We describe the
data used in the experiments in section III, followed by an
outline of our method and NMF in section IV. Experiments
are described in section V and their results are reported in
section VI. The paper concludes with a discussion in section
VII.
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II. R ELATED WORK

I. I NTRODUCTION
The problem of coreference and pronoun resolution is
widely studied as it is an important preprocessing step for
higher level NLP applications. Most approaches to coreference resolution rely on pairwise classification of anaphora
and antecedent candidates (mention-pair model) or evaluate
anaphora on the basis of emerging coreference sets (entitymention model). Morphosyntactic and semantic features
describing the antecedent candidates and the anaphor are
collected in feature vectors and processed by rule-based
systems or in a machine learning setting. With notable
exceptions, selectional preferences of verbs are a lesser
studied area in the field. Most approaches in this direction
obtain frequency counts from large corpora and, in some
cases, apply smoothing to address the sparsity issue inherent
in such approaches. However, no approach so far yields
substantial improvement by making use of verb selectional
preferences.
We present a novel approach to antecedent candidate
ranking and selection based on distributional semantics of
verb selectional preferences. Opposed to previous work, we
encode co-occurrence frequencies of verbs, their subjects,
and their objects in a matrix. This allows us to apply
non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF) to obtain latent
dimensions which we hypothesise model the selectional
preferences of the verbs. Multiplying the factorised matrices

RAPSTAT [1], the first pronoun resolution approach to
make use of verb statistics to our knowledge, extended
the RAP algorithm [2] by counting how often antecedent
candidates occurred with the verb governing the pronoun
in a corpus. The antecedent selection by the RAP system
was overthrown if a certain threshold was reached. This e.g.
allowed the correct resolution of it in the sentence: “The
Send Message display is shown, allowing you to enter your
message and specify where it will be sent.” RAP had chosen
display as the antecedent of it. RAPSTAT correctly preferred
message as the antecedent, as it had seen the verb-object pair
send-message more frequently than the pair send-display. [3]
implemented RAPSTAT’s approach as a postprocessor and
as features for a maximum entropy-based pronoun resolution
system. They applied Good Turing smoothing to address
sparsity. However, the authors did not observe significant
improvements over the baseline which did not apply the
RAPSTAT extensions. Our approach is similar to [4] which
applies latent semantic clustering to frequency counts of
subj-verb and verb-object tuples derived from the TuebaD/Z
corpus, a German treebank annotated with coreference information [5]. The derived features were appended to a
standard feature set for pronoun resolution and evaluated in
a machine learning setting [6]. The improvements achieved
were marginal. The authors note that sparsity is one of the
main issues in such a setting.
Our model borrows from the approach above the idea that
frequency counts can be used to model selectional prefer-

ences of verbs. It is different in the method, specifically in
the way it addresses the sparsity issue.
III. DATA
We extracted transitive verbs (based on a frequency
threshold of > 10) which have a 3rd person pronoun as
their subject from the TuebaD/Z corpus. The entity-mention
coreference resolution system presented in [7] generated
antecedent candidates (non-pronominal noun phrases) for
these pronouns. This yielded 780 verbs with pronouns as
their subjects, and a total of 3666 antecedent candidates.
We further assured that the true antecedent was among the
candidates and we also extracted the direct object. E.g. for
the triple “Sie beginnt die Arbeit.” (she starts to work),
the coreference system generates as antecedent candidates
Strasse, Stadt, Bildhauerin, Herkunft (street, city, sculptress,
origin) from the context, with sculptress being the true
antecedent and work the direct object of the verb to start.
As the TuebaD/Z corpus is too small to derive substantial
frequency counts, we used the Dewac corpus [8] for this
task. We parsed the corpus with the ParZu dependency parser
[9], and extracted about 5 million subject-verb-object triples.
A quick look at the corpus revealed that 1693 (46.18%)
antecedent candidates never occurred with the verbs whose
subject position they are deemed fill (e.g. street never
occurred as the subject of to start). Clearly, sometimes the
combination of a candidate noun and a verb is unlikely, since
the noun violates the selectional restriction of the verb. In
other cases, the corpus simply does not feature the subjectverb combination due to the sparsity problem encountered
in corpus-based analysis. Class abstraction is needed here,
e.g. by relying on the super concept of the noun. In the
example, sculptress does not occur as the subject of to
start, but the super concept artist does. Such information is
available from word nets, but knowledge gaps are to be expected as well. Moreover, ambiguity (e.g. logical metonymy)
introduces the need for further decisions and there are no
clear-cut decisions in sight. We do not want to discredit
approaches based on word nets, we are simply interested in
an approach that is completely based on corpus information.
Then, of course, we have to cope with sparsity of noun-verb
combinations. Latent semantic modelling comes into play,
especially approaches that offer a probabilistic interpretation
of factorised co-occurrence matrices, namely non-negative
matrix factorisation.
IV. M ETHOD
Non-negative Matrix Factorisation, NMF [10] is an approach in the field of latent variable modelling that bridges
a number of seemingly diverse research directions. It stands
in the tradition of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), but,
since the cell values of the matrix are positive, NMFs can
be given a probabilistic interpretation [11]. It has been
proven that NMF modelling is equivalent to Probabilistic

LSA (PLSA) and k-means clustering [12]. Like LSA, NMFs
can be applied to problems that benefit from the analysis of
latent semantic dimension. The fact that latent dimensions
no longer are forced to be orthogonal is a further advantage
over LSA, besides the probabilistic interpretation. Classes no
longer need to be strictly exclusive. Dimension reduction is
claimed to group objects according to their hidden classes,
sometimes called topics. Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDA) is
another technique that strives to detect hidden topics. Consequently, some approaches, e.g. [13], have directly compared
NMF to LDA. The task in these systems (and many others
from the field of distributional semantics) is related to verb
semantics, i.e. the modelling of selectional restrictions with
word vectors on the basis of the co-occurrence with other
words in a large corpus. Similarity judgements (e.g. based
on the cosine between two word vectors) can be used to
check for synonymous words or, at the sentence level, for
paraphrases. Sophisticated approaches seek to contextualise
verb vectors according to the subject or object [14]. Instead
of directly comparing single vectors based on a similarity
measure, a matrix formed by a fusion of all vectors is used
in NMF modelling, e.g. [15].
NMF densifies the vector information with the effect that
the original vector dimensions formed by words are transformed into dimensions that now represent word classes.
This is the proclaimed effect of these factorisation techniques. In contrast to the work presented here, NMF-based
approaches exclusively focus on the benefits of the found
latent classes, while we seek to profit from the reconstructed,
i.e. the approximated original matrix. Given a factorisation
of matrix V in W and H, i.e.
Vn×m ≈ Wn×r Hr×m
Vapprox is generated by matrix multiplication of Wn×r
and Hr×m . Depending on the number of iterations, the
matrix shape, and other grounds, Vapprox 6= V . NMF minimises an error function, either the Frobenius Norm or the
Kullback-Leibler Divergence. The latter is used if language
data is modelled, since the former one assumes normal
distribution, which is not adequate for natural languages. We
are not interested in the latent classes, but in the smoothing
effect, i.e. the reduction of zero value cells, they have on the
original matrix dimensions. NMF serves as a approximation
of the original matrix. If this approximation is based on
latent classes, it should act as a kind of semantic smoothing
adapting the bare corpus-based frequencies to their hidden
inter-dependencies.
V. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
We have worked with two matrices. In the first setting,
the 780 verbs governing the pronouns form the columns,
while the 3666 antecedent candidate nouns form the rows.
Each cell counts the number of times the noun occurs as
the subject of the verb of the row. This matrix is very
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Figure 1.

Smoothing the Subject-Verb Matrix

sparse. However, sparsity of a noun-verb combination is
only fatal where the noun is an antecedent candidate of the
verb in question. Since the columns are verbs, factorisation1
yields verb classes (dimension r in Wn×r and Hr×m ). Since
nouns are subjects of these verbs, the verb classes cluster
nouns which are their subjects. Our hypothesis is that this
latent semantic class membership of the nouns is preserved
when we multiply the factor matrices to obtain the smoothed
approximation of the original matrix.
In the second experimental setting, the direct objects form
the columns instead of the verbs. Factorisation is supposed
to group the subjects in terms of the direct objects they cooccurs with (via the verbs).
As mentioned above, NMF allows a probabilistic view of
the matrices. We were interested in conditional probabilities P (subject|verb) and P (subject|object), respectively.
We normalised the input matrix V in order to get joint
probabilities P (subject, verb) and P (subject, object), and
then used a Python implementation of probabilistic nonnegative matrix factorisation called “nimfa” [16] to factorise
into W and H. Finally, we produced Vapprox from these
matrices and marginalised (column normalisation) in order
to get the semantically smoothed conditional probabilities
P (subject|verb) and P (subject|object), respectively. In
the experiments described in the next section, we selected
the best antecedent candidate as the predicted antecedent
according to these probabilities.
Since it was clear that the degree of sparsity would
influence the performance, we defined a simple preference
1 After some experiments, we found that 5 latent dimensions (rank=5)
and 10 iterations (niter=10) worked best.
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Smoothing the Subject-Object Matrix

filter for the test cases that allowed us to reduce sparsity
as much as possible in a controlled manner. The filter
introduced a score based on noun frequency. For each test
case - a verb with its subject candidates - the frequencies of
the candidate nouns in the Dewac corpus were summed up.
We then processed the cases starting with the best (highest
scored) n = 20 cases and incremented with m = 20 until all
of the 780 test cases were reached. Since this method does
not provide any information on the overall sparsity of the
baseline matrices, we calculated the percentage of non-zero
value cells in the baseline matrix as a measure of matrix
sparsity.
VI. R ESULTS
Fig. 1 visualises the performance of the subject-verb
matrix, Fig. 2 the performance of the subject-object matrix.
The number of cases is displayed on the x-axis, while
accuracy, calculated by the times the system chooses the
correct antecedent divided by the number of test cases,
is shown along the y-axis. The dotted line depicts matrix
sparsity as discussed above. In both curves, accuracy drops
as the number of test cases increases. This means when
the number of test cases increases, matrix sparsity also
increases, and the prediction accuracy decreases. Starting
from an accuracy of almost 70% for the n = 20 best
ranked cases according to our filter, accuracy drops to 30%
given all 780 cases. The baseline is defined by the original,
unsmoothed matrix. Both the baseline and smoothed matrix
produce results significantly better than chance (which is
about 20% accuracy, given that we have 4.7 nouns per case).
Of course, the crucial questions is whether the smoothed

to be effective in our setting. Additional methods of reducing
the number of zero value cells in the co-occurrence matrix
are needed.
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matrix outperforms the baseline. The answers is yes for
the top ranked cases (from n = 20 to n = 100) in the
subject-verb setting. Here, the difference is significant. For
instance, given n = 60, the baseline accuracy is 57%
compared to 62% for the smoothed version. In the subjobj setting, the smoothed matrix always outperforms the
baseline matrix. The accuracy values are generally lower (<
40% after 200 test cases). Matrix sparsity is not problematic
in this setting, since the matrix cells are constructed by
counting any co-occurrence of two nouns. However, cooccurrence counts become less frequent, i.e. closer to 0 with
increasing test cases, which impairs the model. We tried
combining the probabilities from experiment 1 and 2 in a
third run. The probability of each antecedent candidate was
calculated by multiplying the probabilities P (subject|verb)
and P (subject|object). This performed worse than the subjverb setting, though.
We applied a student’s t-test, since the differences between
the baseline and the factorised version is only obvious for
the highest ranked cases. We took the data material from Fig.
1 (comprising 39 accuracy pairs). The p-value is 0.005244,
which lets us reject the null hypothesis that the baseline
accuracy is greater or equal to the factorised version at the
0.01 significance level.
We might conclude that the smoothed matrix actually
better captures the selectional restriction of the verbs than
the original matrix. The smoothed matrix does not contain
any cells with zero values. We attribute the improvement to
this fact. Smoothing fails, on the other hand, if antecedent
candidate nouns are a) rare in the sample corpus and b) if
the percentage of non-zero value cells in the baseline matrix
drops roughly below 40-50%.
Our claim is that word-level sparseness can be overcome
by semantic smoothing with the aid of latent modelling, e.g.
non-negative matrix factorisation. In our settings, antecedent
candidates with zero co-occurrence counts (a kind of out-of
vocabulary nouns) for the verb are assigned non-zero values
in the smoothed matrix. But does this actually help? Setting
1 and setting 2 seem to support this claim, since a significant,
although not very striking, improvement can be observed.
In order to analyse the effect more directly, we measured
the improvement of exactly those cases in which the zero
frequency noun from the baseline matrix turned out to be
the most probable antecedent candidate according to the
smoothed matrix. Fig. 3 shows how often such a prediction
was correct. We see that in most cases an improvement
has been achieved. This strongly supports our claim: Matrix
smoothing is able to compensate word-level sparsity. The
question, why the difference to the baseline is that low for
n > 200 (cf. Fig.1), remains. The answer is that smoothing
also affects baseline matrix values > 0 and here the positive
effect seems to get absorbed to a certain degree. A baseline
matrix with less than roughly 40-50% non-zero value cells
seems not to be a solid enough ground for the NMF approach
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Figure 3.

Effect of Smoothing on Out-of Vocabulary Nouns

VII. C ONCLUSION
We have introduced an approach to model selectional
restrictions of verbs with non-negative matrix factorisation.
Estimation methods for selectional restrictions that solely
rely on frequency data run into problems caused by data
sparsity, as one cannot expect to find all permissible filler
objects of a verb, even in a large corpus. This is especially
problematic in languages featuring (sometimes rare) compound nouns, such as German. Class abstraction based on
word nets or decomposition might alleviate the problem
to a certain degree. What is generally needed is a kind
of semantic smoothing. That is, a method that clusters
the known filler objects and utilises the resulting latent
dimensions to redistribute class membership weights (e.g.
in form of conditional probabilities).
We aim to utilise our model in a coreference resolution
system, in which the antecedent nouns for a personal pronoun must be licensed by the verbal head of the pronoun.
Our experiments show that good results are to be expected
if the input matrix is not too sparse. Note that we now talk
about matrix sparsity and not about sparsity of single words.
Word sparsity, this is our hypothesis, can be overcome if
non-sparse matrices can be constructed. We have presented
some evidence for this hypothesis. Future work is devoted
to elaborate on these initial findings.
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